
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Easy-to-use label printer 

connecting to Unisystem’s marine scales 
 

  

  

Printer unit in stainless 

steel housing 

High quality label printer in a 

stainless steel housing, IP67. 

Prints thermal labels and can be 

connected directly to Unisystem’s 

marine scales. 

Can be used in a wet 

environment, below deck. 

 

Printer only (alternative) 

A high quality and compact 

desktop label printer.  

Prints thermal labels. Wired 

connection to Unisystem’s marine 

scales without the need of any PC 

or laptop. Ideal for use in the 

wheel house. 

 

Specifications 

Connection:  RS232 

Powered by: 230VAC (with heating element) 

 or 24VDC 

Resolution:  203 DPI 

Print width:  102 mm                               B02860 

 

 

Labels 

Thermal labels, width 102 mm. 

Very good adhesive on e.g. wet 

fish boxes and crates.  

Print weight in kg (simple 

version) or weight, vessel name 

and logo (optional version).  



 

The complete printer unit  
This unit consists of a high quality thermal printer built in a 

stainless steel housing (EN 1.4301, SAE 304). It can be 

connected to every Unisystem marine scale and can be used 

for labelling below deck in harsh and wet conditions.  

If powered by 230 VAC the unit comes with a heating 

element to avoid damp and moisture in the housing to make it 

more durable, even after long time-use.  Easy connection by a 

RS232 cable between the scale and the printer. Standard 

cable length 3 metres, but up till 50 metres is possible as an 

option. The printed labels are feed out of the stainless steel 

enclosure, making it easy to remove the label after each print. 

This printer unit can easily be connected to our eSeaSystem 

in the future and has a warranty time of 6 months. 

 

The printer only 
As a cost effective alternative we offer the printer only, 

without the stainless steel housing. In this case the printer has 

to be installed in the wheel-house or in a dry place.  

This printer operates on 230VAC or 24VDC. Connection to 

the scale via RS232 cable in various lengths (optional). No 

heating element, less standard label possibilities and 6 

months warranty for printer and printing head. 

 

The labels 
Our thermal labels have a special adhesive to fasten on e.g. 

wet and cold fish boxes, crates and containers. The width of 

102 mm gives the possibility to print large and easy readable 

information. 

Standard size 102 x 48 mm, delivered on a roll (1000 pcs). 

The first showed label comes with the complete printer unit. 

Besides the weight in kg’s you can choose which additional 

information you want on the label such as vessel name, 

company name and company logo. 

The second label is the simple version which comes with the 

printer only. It shows the weight in kg. If more information is 

required, e.g. vessel name or company logo the label can be 

customized optionally. 
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